Hundreds of people turn out for the Hills District’s premier local business awards

Mr Wills said winning the awards meant a great deal to the team. "These awards are so special to Castle Hill Medical Centre because we consider ourselves a big part of the Hills District community," she said.

We have a hardworking team of locals who strive to provide the best quality care. It’s a special moment for us to see the appreciation from the community for the care we provide to them.

She encouraged other businesses to enter the awards next year. "This is a great opportunity for all local businesses to enter. Being recognized and appreciated for your team’s hard work is very motivating and rewarding."

Mr Wills praised the Hills as a wonderful place to do business. "The Hills District is booming and we are seeing more and more patients become part of our practice every day," she said. "It’s a brand new modern facility, but still has the familiar atmosphere of the old practice."

Dr Elliot, who has been a GP for more than 40 years, is now seeing the grandchildren and great grandchildren of original patients. "We feel we are an important part of the Hills community. We ensure both the Castle Hill Country Club and Castlereigh Netball club and aim to build relationships with the local community so that we are able to support and promote health and wellbeing to the people of the Hills District.

Our focus has always been about putting patients first. Our goals are primarily to provide excellent, informed, caring services for patients. With the move to larger premises within Castle Mall we have gained an excellent opportunity to improve the services we offer to patients and gain some well respected doctors to our growing team in order to care for the Hills District community. We would like to thank our patients for their support and are honoured to be winners of the Local Business Awards.

Mr Wills said there were plenty of new things in store for Castle Hill Medical Centre to create even better services for patients. "Next year Castle Hill Medical Centre will launch its first app providing our corporate clients with immediate access to a GP for workplace injuries," she said.

Following a successful roll out, the App will then be offered to all patients to allow video consults with our doctors from the comfort of their own home!"
With a team of more than 100, Castle Hill Medical Centre is focused on providing high quality medical care for you and your families' health and wellbeing. We have a team of dedicated doctors, nurses and multiple specialists centred on preventive health and managing chronic conditions.

Our specialist corporate services team manages employee health and wellbeing through pre-employment comprehensive medicals, drug and alcohol screenings and Executive Health programs tailored to your business.

Visit our brand new custom design medical centre in Castle Mall. Be proactive about your health instead of reactive and book an annual health check with us today.

OUR SERVICE OFFERINGS:
- 24 General Practitioners
- Large Nursing Department
- Preventative Health Team
- Dedicated Corporate Services Team
- On-site x-ray
- Podiatry
- Psychology
- Physiotherapy
- Dietitian
- Cardiologist

OPENING HOURS
Monday to Friday: 7am to 9pm
Saturdays: 7am to 8pm
Sundays: 8am to 8pm
Public Holidays: 9am to 6pm

PHONE
02 9634 5000

ADDRESS
Level 1, Castle Mall
4-16 Terminus Street
Castle Hill, NSW 2154
Belle Property Group celebrates two awards

The team at Belle Property Group had plenty to celebrate following a successful evening at the Sydney Hills Business Awards.

The Castle Hill based real estate agency owned by husband and wife team, Kellie Burns and Andrew McDermott has been kicking goals since opening seven years ago.

The result was that the team not only won the Best Real Estate Agency award, but Kellie also took home the coveted Business Person of the Year trophy.

"It felt like a great recognition of the way we do business," Ms Burns said of the win.

"There’s no shortcut to success in business and we’ve never taken shortcuts, so we feel validated.

"I’d like to thank everybody who works for us and every client that’s chosen us to sell or manage their property. Without them there is no business.

"Ms Burns said the Sydney Hills was a great place to be in business. “The great thing about being in business in the Hills is the loyalty of the customers,” she said.

"If you create a good experience for them they keep coming back and tell others. They do tend to support these businesses that give back to the local community.

"Ms Burns encouraged other business people considering entering the awards next year to do so. “Definitely do it,” she said. “It’s a wonderful experience. It makes your staff feel acknowledged and appreciated.”

She added that the awards night was a great occasion for everyone who attended.

"It was a really good night - it’s always a wonderful night.”
Expect the best at Sasanqua Café

If the name Sasanqua Café isn’t a big enough indication of what diners can expect when they visit for breakfast or dinner, then its address rarely is. The aptly named venue is set in the beautiful surrounds of Camellia Grove nursery in Glenorie.

Owner, Senja Best, said the café, which opened in June last year, reflected the tranquil atmosphere of the nursery, which provided the perfect backdrop for customers to relax while they enjoyed a cup of coffee or a full meal.

“We’ve got a really good customer base,” she said. “What’s most special is the setting. The outlook is absolutely stunning. It’s a nice, peaceful place to be.”

Ms Best said she had always wanted to work for herself, and that Café Sasanqua had become her passion – next to her family.

“I realized that dealing with people and meeting new people every day was what I wanted to do, so that’s why I decided to open this café,” she said. “We’re close and, apart from my family, this is my life now.

“It’s important to me that everyone who walks in the door enjoys themselves. Our customers are lovely. A lot of the time, people are up for a chat, which is great. It gives me the best of everything.”

The proof of Café Sasanqua’s success is not only in the pudding – but in the fact that it is a finalist in this year’s Hills Local Business Awards.

“We are super excited to be the third finalist in both the Outstanding Cafe and Most Inclusive Employer categories in this year’s Business Awards,” Ms Best said. “It is great recognition for the team who have worked hard to build our brand and create the environment and service we offer our customers.”

Ms Best said she designed Café Sasanqua’s menu, and offered different specials every week. “So, there’s always something new for our regulars,” she said. “It’s a very affordable offering.”

“We also have a ‘petite menu’ that’s targetted at seniors, kids or just anyone who wants a smaller serve. It’s become quite popular with our regular seniors in particular, although we have others who want to make a day of it and have a large meal, plus dessert’s.”

Café Sasanqua is in the grounds of Camellia Grove Nursery, 8 Cattai Ridge Road, Glenorie. Call 9652 0969 or visit www.cafesasanqua.com.au.

A sample of the dishes at Sasanqua Café.

Two years in a row

Mal Cutler Smash Repairs is a house-hold name in the Sydney Hills.

The team at Mal Cutler Smash Repairs is celebrating its second year in the Best Automotive Services category of the prestigious awards program. We won!!!, was the message from the team on Facebook after taking home the trophy. 2018 winners for Outstanding Automotive Services. Thank you to all of our amazing staff and customers for the support.”

Mal Cutler Smash Repairs is at 37/2 Hoye Avenue, Castle Hill. Give them a call on 9640 1747.

Thank you to our Clients for voting

MARTINA LAVERY Dental & Skin Studio

As a finalist in the 2018 Sydney Hills Local Business Awards

Our Services offer

FUNCTIONAL, PREVENTATIVE AND REGENERATIVE DENTISTRY

We offer a wide array of dental services in a relaxed, modern, comfortable, boutique environment. Our team is energetic, dynamic and highly trained to offer you the most exceptional dental and skin experience. We pride ourselves as being an industry leader in the fields of dentistry, skin and facial rejuvenation treatments. Our highest priority is caring for our family of patients with compassion, kindness and understanding. Dr Lavery puts patients at ease offering a patient lead approach to their dental care which reflects global gold class protocols using the most advanced technologies available including stem cell technology. Dr Lavery enjoys treating children, it’s her personal forte.

NON-SURGICAL SKIN TREATMENTS TO IMPROVE YOUR SKIN HEALTH

Ageing is a fact of life but looking your age doesn’t have to be, and with our bespoke rejuvenation skin and face treatments you can now look you’re very best self. Such services include medical grade skin care for home, skin care resurfacing treatments, such as HydraFacial, AHA/BHA peels, anti-wrinkle injections, cosmetic injectables for cheeks, lips, chins, corners of mouth, medical grade skin needing, LED light therapies, IPL, Fracture recontouring and non-surgical face lift PDO threads for the lunchtime face lift.

Dr Lavery has been trained by the prestigious AADFA for all facial rejuvenation treatments and is currently in Sydney to obtain the AADFA’s Dermal Therapies Diploma. She possesses a high aesthetic acumen, is highly skilled at facial sculpting offering subtle enhancements using her many years of thorough anatomy knowledge, administering injections in a gentle, pain free manner and adhering to the highest standards of cross infection control, giving you peace of mind that you are receiving the most optimal enhancement possible.

Be the best version of you........

MARTINA LAVERY
Dental & Skin Studio

6/7-11 Lomond Crescent, Winston Hills NSW 2153
Call for an appointment on 9688-7898
Open six days a week Monday to Saturday
(Saturday by appointment only)
Hidden preschool gem wins category

Hills Children’s Preschool won the Best Child Care Service category at the Sydney Hills Business Awards.

“The Children’s Preschool is a hidden gem in Glenhaven, nestled within the Sydney Hills,” director Clarissa Seeto-Reganwa said.

“We are small, family-owned and loved, offering a bespoke early education and care service for 39 children aged three to five years. We are open 8.30am to 4.30pm, Monday to Friday. 48 weeks each year and our curriculum is guided by the Australian Early Years Learning Framework.

Taking a traditional pedagogical approach and going back to basics, our hope is to create young global citizens. We value the integration of care, development and education, learning through concrete experiences and real-life projects incorporating art, science, technology, engineering, numeracy and literacy, including the involvement of parents and communities.

“Our educators hope to provide a loving and secure relationship with every child, giving families a sense of community and leaving their children with extended family.

“Our home-like, organic environment, enables children to live, learn and develop relationships, making secure connections. We celebrate the ‘here and now’ in children’s lives and nurture who they are becoming.

“Our philosophy is play-based and centres around empowering children with life skills to reduce, reuse, recycle, repair, be respectful, be responsible and engage in reflection.

“By doing this we hope that children learn to be compassionate, respect difference, promote equality and live happy and healthy lives towards a sustainable future for themselves and others.”

The Children’s Preschool is rated as Exceeding the National Quality Standard in each of the seven quality areas by the Australian Children’s Education & Care Quality Authority.

Hills alive with sound of music

The Hills are alive with the sound of music played by students of the Hills Shire Music School.

Hills Shire Music is an award-winning music school that offers professional music tuition to students of all ages and levels.

This year saw it become a finalist in the Australian Small Business Champion Awards followed by the Sydney Hills Local Business Awards (which it won in 2017). Not only does the Hills Shire Music School offer music lessons for most instruments, it also caters for school band and has introduced pre-school classes. Find out more at www.hillsshiremusic.com.au

Where traditional values meets contemporary practice

A place for children to feel loved, to live and learn, unhurried, organic and tranquil.

The Children’s Preschool is a hidden gem in Glenhaven, visit our Facebook page and join in our journey.

www.facebook.com/thechildrenspreschoolaustralia

WINNER 2018
Sydney Hills Local Business Awards
Forever Jewellers is a family passion

THRILLED and honoured, is how Adam Baraket described his family’s business being named a finalist in the Sydney Hills Local Business Awards.

“We are humbled and proud to be finalists in such awards since we set up our business in Reaue Hill Town Centre,” he said. “We would like to thank our lovely customers for voting for us and getting us into this prestigious event.

“Our jewellery shop isn’t just a business, it is a passion we have been blessed to be a part of for the past four generations. Our grandfathers created Black Enamel jewellery and golden artisan antiques and we were taught from a young age the value of creating masterpieces.

“Forever Jewellers has its sister shops located in Dubai, UAE and we are proud that our business is able to flourish in Australia as well.

“Our skills include, but are not limited to: designing and custom-making jewellery, grading diamonds and giving the best customer service we can provide. We design and manufacture diamond rings, engagement rings, wedding bands and fine jewellery.

“Besides our lineage, we have also studied jewellery designing and gemology to be able to inform our customers to make the right decisions and get the best possible outcome from their purchase at our store as our family business only employs honest values that benefit us and our customers equally.

“Forever Jewellers aspires to create timeless jewellery and to continue to share its long-lasting passion and exquisite style for generations to come.”

Dural Flower Farm Florist was a finalist in the Best Florist category of the Sydney Hills Local Business Awards, which is hardly surprising as the team is committed to offering only the finest floral arrangements and gifts, backed friendly, prompt service.

Because all of its customers are important, the team is dedicated to making every client’s experience a pleasant one.

They always go the extra mile to make your floral gift perfect.

Dural Flower Farm Florist’s professional staff have a host of ideas about how to make any gift occasion something special for both you and the recipient.
Personalised Bridal Boutique a winner

Feeling comfortable and cared for while looking for a bridal dress has never been easier. The Hills District’s newest bridal boutique, Maison Mangala, launched in December 2017 with the goal of providing the bride with an experience that cannot be matched, creating memories that will last forever.

The result is a new award-winning business, with Maison Mangala taking out the Best New Business trophy at the Sydney Hills Business Awards.

Mangala Labood had the idea for Maison Mangala 10 years ago, slowly gathering thoughts and inspirations by scribbling them down on pieces of paper, keeping them for when the time was right.

After 23 years working within retail and over eight years focused on the Bridal Industry, Mangala had seen it all, taking inspiration from the good and learning from the bad. This allowed her to create a one-of-a-kind bridal boutique within the heart of Castle Hill. This hidden jewel of Castle Hill is the only one in Australia, challenging the way brides shop for their dresses. Providing an entirely personalised experience with the sole purpose of delivering an enjoyable experience for the bride.

Mangala takes pride in every detail of her boutique, which is sourcing high-end bridal couture gowns, that are exquisite in style, fabric and fit to make the bride feel like a princess on their wedding day.

Maison Mangala is truly unique with an extensive variety of gowns for all prices, styles, fits and silhouettes, as well as delicate handmade jewellery pieces, accessories, veils, garters and ring cushions.

Mangala says this extravagant and individualised experience is one of a kind, breaking the mould of the bridal industry, ensuring the bride’s needs are always first.

Honoured to be a finalist in the pharmacy category

Carmen Drive Community Pharmacy offers a personalised approach to your health needs and is committed to improving your health and wellbeing.

We specialise in:
- Travel health
- Flu vaccinations
- Medication packing
- Medication management and ordering app
- Diabetes Australia agent
- Leave certificates
- Medication reviews
- Mobility aids and equipment hire
- Asthma checks
- First Aid care
- Local delivery

We would like to thank the local community for your support and for nominating us for the local business awards.

(02) 9871 3848
4 Carmen Drive, CARLINGFORD 2118

Proud to be dual finalists in the Sydney Hills Local Business Awards

Cafe Sasanqua is located in the beautiful setting of Camellia Grove Nursery in Glenorie. We serve breakfast, lunch, morning and afternoon tea as well as the best coffee in town!

As Finalists in both the Outstanding Cafe and Most Inclusive Employer categories, it is great recognition for the team who have worked hard to build our brand and create the environment and service we offer our customers.

We are grateful for the incredible amount of community support we’ve received throughout this process and since we opened in June 2017.

8 Cattai Ridge Road, Glenorie | 9652 0969 | info@cafesasanqua.com.au

OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK - TUESDAY TO SUNDAY
ALL finalists 2018

Automotive Services
• Tassell Automotive
• Mal Cotter Smash Repairs
• Moore Style Motor and Marine
• Trimming
• Sydney Premium Detailing
• A Class Automotive & Air Conditioning
• Dual Automotive

Bakery/Cake Shop
• Bakers Delight - Kellyville Village
• Michel's Patisserie - Kellyville Village
• Bagel Bakery Cafe
• Muffin Break - Stockland Baulkham Hills
• Bakers Delight - Stockland Baulkham Hills
• Dolcettini
• Muffin Break - Winston Hills Mall
• Bakers Choice - Reeve Hill Town Centre
• The Bakehouse - North Kellyville Square

Beauty Services
• Advanced Beauty & Nails - Reeve Hill Town Centre
• Australian Beauty Clinic - Stockland Baulkham Hills
• Beauty At The Towers - Castle Towers
• Beyond Indulgence
• Anella Beauty
• Looke Clinic - Winston Hills Mall
• Miss Beauty Zone
• Australian Skin Clinics - Castle Towers
• Laser Clinics Australia - Castle Towers
• Mary’s House Of Beauty

Cafe
• Cafe 10 - Winston Hills Mall
• Yellow Brick Cafe - Home Hub Castle Hill

Child Care Services
• Cool Bananas Childcare and Preschool
• Hillview Child Care Centre
• Adventures Preschool and Long Day Care
• Gracemere Early Education Centre
• Giggles Early Learning Centre
• Atlas Child Care Centre
• Kidspace Before & After School Care and Vacation Care
• Quinn Care OSHC
• The Children’s Preschool
• Only Early Learning Centre
• Young Scholars @ Norwest
• Castle Hill Community Preschool - Big Fat Smile

Education Service
• Caper School of Performing Arts
• The Hills Share Music School
• Castle Swimming - Cherrybrook
• Begin Bright - Bella Vista
• DANCE on Q
• Elite Academic Solutions Tutoring
• Sew Fun For Kids!
• The Hills Learning Centre
• Einstein Kids - Alpaca

Fast Food/Takeaway
• Sandwich Heaven - Winston Hills Mall
• Boost Juice - Reeve Hill Town Centre
• K. B. Chicken - Stockland Baulkham Hills
• Bella Beaumont Pizzeria
• Carlingford Gourmet Pizza
• Flame N Cheeks - Dual Mall Village
• Green Cheese & Licious
• Crown Charcoal Chicken - Kellyville Village
• Glentore Pizzeria - Glenorie Shopping Village
• Sushi Moto - Reeve Hill Town Centre
• Denun King - Winston Hills

Fitness Services
• Anytime Fitness - Reeve Hill
• Real Fitness Training
• HI Reys Fitness
• Hills Adult Dance
• AerialPilates - Aerial Yoga and Barre Studio
• Build A Body
• Curves - Reeve Hill
• Core Level 24/7 Fitness
• Anytime Fitness - Baulkham Hills

Florist
• Bella Vista Flower Merchants
• Beautiful Blooms
• Norwest Florist - Norwest Market Town
• Dural Flower Farm Florist
• Bella Fiore Florist Designs
• Envoi Events - Stockland Baulkham Hills
• The Petite Popsy Shoppe

Fresh Food
• Drei Del Monde - Castle Towers
• Josephs Selective Meats - Kellyville Village
• Steve’s Fine Meats
• Trim's Fresh - Winston Hills Mall
• Tony’s Family Butchery - Reeve Hill Village Centre
• Steve Costi Seafood - Winston Hills Mall
• Stone Family Meats - Castle Towers
• Panetta Mercato - Stockland Baulkham Hills

Hairdresser
• Y & C - Norwest - Norwest Market Town
• The Hair Bar Studio
• Royal Hair - Castle Towers
• Next Generation For Hair - Castle Hill Mall
• Care 4 Hair - Winston Hills Mall
• Rodneys Hairstylists
• Diamond Hair Spa
• Kandy COLOUR Hairdressing
• Royal Hair - Cherrybrook Village
• MGK Hair Studio
• CareHair - Stockland Baulkham Hills

MINDWORX PSYCHOLOGY is an award-winning Clinical Psychology Practice based in Norwest Business Park. Built on a commitment to gold standard therapies, and to evidence-based treatments that work, the team of experienced psychologists work with children, adolescents and adults across a range of mental health issues.

This modern practice has a strong reputation as the place to go for help with anxiety, burnout, stress, low mood, and a wide range of other issues that can affect the whole family. With families and careers of their own, the team is handpicked for warmth, in addition to expertise. Their range of special interest areas includes anxiety disorders, eating disorders, mood disorders, perinatal issues, family and relationship issues, oppositional and defiant behaviour, trauma, and ADHD.

MINDWORX PSYCHOLOGY enjoys a special relationship with schools and businesses across Sydney, providing a range of EAP and preventative mental health workshops. Ready for change? The team at Mindworx Psychology is waiting to help.

Contact Mary Nicola on 0404 989 497

Famcare Medical Practice, 2 Mardella Ave, Kellyville (Near Bernie Mulane Park)

We offer therapy to children with (but not limited to):
• Autism Spectrum Disorder
• Down syndrome
• Global developmental delay

We also offer:
• Parent training
• Preschool/parent talks
• Early childhood speech & language screenings

At communicating champions we provide evidence based early intervention speech pathology services using the latest therapy equipment & assessment tools.

Our Speech Pathologist offers general Speech Pathology services such as the assessment and treatment of children with a range of communication disorders including difficulties with:
• Early language
• Stuttering
• Articulation/phonology
• Listening and attention
• Dyspraxia

Call them on (02) 8355 3634
Investing in People

Honoured to be a finalist in the Professional Services Category

Place Recruitment. A business built by two sisters based on long term relationships and a genuine personal service in an industry where these values fall short all too often.

We partner with you and fill positions across your business Nationally.

6 month placement guarantee
Permanent staff
Temporary staff
Contractors

www.iplacerecrutment.com.au 02 8865 9200 info@iplacerecrutment.com.au

THE RITZ
JEWELLERS

Honoured to be a finalist in the Hills Local Business Awards 2018

IN BUSINESS FOR OVER 25 YEARS.
MULTI-AWARD WINNING JEWELLERY SHOP.

Specialising in:
Designing and Manufacturing
Remodeling of old jewellery into new designs
All sorts of new makes and repairs
Trade-ins and purchase of all type of jewellery
Lay-bys and easy payments facilities

9634 7400 theritzjewellers@gmail.com
Shop T14, 4 Century Circuit, Bella Vista
Putting smiles on the faces of families

The team at Castle Hill Community believes that it takes a village to raise a child. It’s that type of dedication and attitude that saw the centre named as a finalist in the Sydney Hills Local Business Awards.

“We are passionate about partnering with families to raise their children into becoming resilient and compassionate members of society,” Centre Director Leah Rodman said.

“We have beautiful facilities and nurturing teachers.

“We have a high focus on sustainability and provide the children many opportunities to take responsibility for their own learning outdoors.

“We provide provocations and items that allow for creativity, curiosity and problem solving.

“We also recently opened the first Street Library in Castle Hill, which is a great way to connect with the community and demonstrate our love of literacy.”

The centre, at 33 Walsh Avenue, Castle Hill, is part of the Big Fat Smile group.

Big Fat Smile is a not-for-profit community-owned, industry leading provider of child education, care, recreation, cultural and inclusion services in NSW and the ACT.

It was established in 1981 as the Illawarra Children’s Services Action Group, and sought to bring positive, lasting change to the Illawarra region through active campaigning for the rights of families to affordable early education and care.

Fast forward 37 years, and Big Fat Smile has grown into one of the largest providers of early education and inclusion services in our region.

Big Fat Smile works to provide access to the highest quality early education and care in Australia.

Service that pampers your pets like they are holidaying

There’s no doubt that the residents of the hills love their pets and want the best for them.

Hills Dog Walking and Pet Care helps ensure that the four-legged members of the family feel loved, pampered and well cared for.

The service, which started in 2016, offers regular walks for your gorgeous dogs as well as holiday pet care.

Allison Winkler and her team provide service to the Hills District and pride themselves on their prompt, reliable and trustworthy service.

Hills Dog Walking and Pet Care was a finalist in the Best Pet Care category of the Sydney Hills Business Awards.

For more information call 0417 257 619.

Novo Employment

“This year we hired a Landscape gardener through NOVA Employment. His work ethic and superb attention to detail makes him a very valuable employee.

Michael Charlton - Landscape Excellence

Rouse Hill (02) 8818 7700
Blacktown (02) 8886 1700

PartyJay

YOUR ONE STOP PARTY STORE

Services Offered:
- Balloons
- Children’s Themes
- Disposables
- Halloween
- Loot bags
- Costumes
- Toys
- Helium Tank Hire
- Decorations
- Dress-Ups
- Kitchenware
- Lollies/Confectionary
- Pinatas
- Gifts

Unit 4, 252 New Line Road, DURAL 2158
Opposite Bunnings Warehouse Dural
T: (02) 9651 4609
www.partyjay.com.au

Western Sydney Business Access May 2018
HCF receives healthy dose of support

HCF’s Castle Towers branch won the Best Specialised Business Award at the Sydney Hills Local Business Awards.

HCF Castle Towers branch has been helping local members with their health needs for over 23 years. A proud finalist in the 2016 and 2017 Sydney Hills Local Business awards, HCF Castle Towers is once again looking forward to the opportunity to showcase its commitment to local members and the broader Hills community.

As a not-for-profit health fund, HCF puts its members first. The close-knit team at HCF Castle Towers prides itself on offering personalized customer service to the diverse Hills community, assisting with everything from choosing an appropriate health insurance cover to facilitating the claims process and understanding hospital admission procedures.

The branch team takes the time to explain members’ policies and make them feel valued and empowered in their health decisions.

HCF Castle Towers helps its members be proactive about their health. Annual Heart Health Checks which take place in branch – in partnership with the Victor Chang Institute – test members for heart disease risk factors.

The branch staff are also on hand to direct local members to health and wellbeing programs which can help them improve their lifestyle choices.

The team at Mindworx is ready to help

Mindworx Psychology was a finalist in the Health Improvement Services category of the Sydney Hills Local Business Awards – and it’s little wonder.

Mindworx Psychology is an award-winning clinical psychology practice based in Norwest Business Park. Built on a commitment to gold standard therapies, and to evidence-based treatments that work, the team of experienced psychologists work with children, adolescents and adults across a range of mental health issues.

This modern practice has a strong reputation as the place to get help with anxiety, burnout, stress, low mood, and a wide range of other issues that can affect the whole family. With families and careers of their own, the team is handpicked for warmth, in addition to expertise. Their range of special interest areas includes anxiety disorders, eating disorders, mood disorders, perinatal issues, family and relationship issues, oppositional and defiant behaviour, trauma and ADHD.

Mindworx Psychology enjoys a special relationship with schools and businesses across Sydney, providing a range of EAP and preventative mental health workshops. Ready for change? The team at Mindworx Psychology is waiting to help.

Call them on 8355 3634.

Real Estate Category - Sydney Hills - WINNER!
Business Person Of The Year - Sydney Hills - WINNER!

Belle Property Castle Hill would like to thank each and every one of our clients & friends for their support!
Merit Planning helps their clients secure a bright future

The team at Merit Planning Hills is celebrating after winning its category in this year’s Sydney Hills Business Awards. The team was all smiles as members took to the stage at Castle Hill RSL to claim the trophy for the Best Professional Service category.

“Our objective is to provide clients with informed, well researched, clear and straightforward advice that will assist them to make sound financial decisions,” director Jim Mills said when asked the secret to the business’s success. “Our aim is to ensure that the decisions that you will make have a positive impact on your most precious assets - you, your family, your business, your future.”

“We focus on what we do best, and so does your accountant. “Your accountant is one of the clever ones, who understand the importance of focusing on what you do best and partnering with trusted advisers to do what they do best.” Together, as a team with individual and specific knowledge and skills, we focus on you, your individual circumstances, objectives and dreams. We take a holistic view of your world, and work with you to ensure that all bases are covered.”

Integration is the Key. Succession, estate and superannuation planning all have tax considerations and are best delivered as part of an integrated plan and process. Your accountant will work with us to bring these elements together and to assist you through the planning process.”

Business starts with great staff

When NOVA Employment CEO Martin Wren (printed) took to the stage as a major sponsor of the Hills Local Business Awards, the audience of business people had no idea the inspiring journey they were about to be taken on. His passion for helping people with a disability to find fulfilling work shone through on a speech that was funny, engaging and thoroughly inspiring.

When he finished speaking, the room echoed with the thunderous applause of hundreds of people who were obviously inspired by Mr Wren’s story. Far from a plea for the business community to help his clients to find work, it was a passionate tale of how his clients could help them on the path to success.

It was the story of a service that started out needing jobs for clients to not having enough people with a disability to meet the demand for their skills, dedication and work ethic. Many people took home trophies at the end of the evening, but most left the event convinced that the real winners were those fortunate enough to count NOVA clients among their staff.
It’s THE PLACE to find staff

The support of clients and candidates is what made being a finalist in the Sydney Hills Business Awards so special according to iPlace Recruitment director Cher Campbell.

“It’s really exciting to be announced as a finalist, especially in our Professional Services category because it’s such a huge category,” she said.

“The majority of our clients are in the Hills and it’s nice to think that we’re involved in awards process like this,” she said. A local award the celebrates business in the Hills.

Cher encouraged other businesses to enter the awards next year.

“Youself, have a go,” she said. “It’s a great process. Thanks to Ixpedent productions for putting on a great event. I look forward to these awards each year.”

Customers remain the focus at Carmen Drive Pharmacy

HONOURED and proud, is how Susan and Yvonne Nguyen of Carmen Drive Pharmacy described their reaction to hearing they were a finalist in the Sydney Hills Business Awards Best Pharmacy category.

There was a mix of excitement and surprise on the day of the announcement as we were just as surprised that we were a finalist as the online votes had made it happen.

“Some of the awards we’ve entered in the past have been unsuccessful back in 2014 but it has given us a hunger to give it another crack this year,”

Susan said recognition, validation and acknowledgement of all the hard work the pharmacy’s team had put into the business was what made the awards special.

“These awards drive our passion to care for and improve the health of our local community,” she said.

Her message to anybody considering entering the awards next year was: “Give it a go.”

“It’s a rewarding experience and lets you reflect on how the business has done,” Susan said the customers were what made being in business in the Hills great.

“Our customers are the absolute best,” she said. “They are appreciative and supportive of our business and encourage us to succeed.

“We never truly have a bad day because our customers are lovely, which makes our job easier and rewarding.

“While we work hard to focus on their health needs, our customers bring us plenty of laughs and great stories!”

“A massive thank you from the bottom of our hearts to our customers. Your appreciation and support inspire us to serve you better.

“Thank you also to our team, who treat the business as their own. Our success reflects your hard work, dedication and love for the pharmacy and local community.

“Finally, we’ve loved this experience so hopefully you’ll see us next year!”

Hills Office

www.meritfp.com.au

Tel 1300 827 439

Fax 1300 755 317

“Clients are looking for an end to end solution for all of their financial needs win professionals they can trust”

Corporate Authorised representative of Merit Wealth Pty Ltd (AFSL 409361)

respect • protect • reward
Speech pathology the talk of the Hills

PRETTY excited, is how Mary Nicola described hearing that her business, Communicating Champions Speech Pathology, was a finalist in the Sydney Hills Business Awards.

Mary, who has been in business for 10 years, was a finalist in the Best Professional Service category.

She has extensive experience in the disability sector.

Mary has a special interest in helping children with autism, children with complex communication needs. Capacity building, participating meaningfully and empowering families to integrate communication goals into the home setting is a high priority for Mary in her work.

Mary created Communicating Champions in 2008 after working in all types of Speech Pathology service delivery models including hospitals, community health, private practice, autism spectrum Australia, Cerebral Palsy Alliance, Aging Disability and Home Care as well as early education.

She wanted to create an innovative speech pathology service that was specialised in early intervention that ensured that families were heard and advocated for.

Mary said she was very grateful to her clients for their support. “Thank you very much, it’s been wonderful,” she said. “I really do appreciate all your support.”

Party Jay sells happiness

PARTYJAY is the party supplies store that sells happiness! Make your next event a memorable and enjoyable one. Let Partyjay’s experienced and happy staff create a vision of wonder from just an idea.

Don’t know what you want or need? Don’t worry! After 13 years of working with the Hills community the team can envisage the most memorable party or event imaginable.

From single balloons, bouquets and confetti to balloons to fill an event centre, to disposable coloured silverware, children’s party ware, toys and confectionery we have it all.

The latest environmentally friendly tableware and hessian, elegant glassware for lady bars and catering containers and trays for large and small events.
Unique handmade jewellery from this family-owner Hills business

THE Ritz Jewellers, a finalist in the Best Jewellery Store category of the Sydney Hills Business Awards, is a family-owned and managed business.

Fadul Natt has been in the jewellery industry for the past 25 years. “We really strive to maintain a high-quality standard in our jewellery.” Fadul said, “I like to send clients away in jewellery anyone would be proud to own and wear.”

“Clients are encouraged to take appointments to view and discuss the unique handmade pieces on offer.”

The Ritz Jewellers is located at Norwest Markettown, Baulkham Hills. “Unique in its design and undeniably desirable in its appeal, its collection of jewellery encapsulates style, glamour and sophistication.”

The team has a commitment to provide a lifetime of service to its customers. They look forward to welcoming you to their shop, where you will be inspired whatever the occasion.

EXQUISITE AND TIMELESS JEWELLERY TO SUITE ANY STYLE OR TASTE

We are honoured and thrilled to be finalists in the local business awards. We are humbled and proud to be finalists in such awards since we set up our business in Rouse Hill Town Centre, Sydney in 2009. We would like to thank our lovely customers for voting for us and getting us this far into this prestigious event.

Our jewellery shop isn’t just a business, it is a passion we have been blessed to be a part of for the past four generations. Our grandparents created Black Enamel Jewellery and golden artisan antiques and we were taught from a young age the value of creating masterpieces.

Forever Jewellers has its sister concern shops located in Dubai, UAE (Gold Souq and Dubai mall) and we are proud that our business is able to flourish in Australia as well.

Our skills include but are not limited to; designing and custom making jewellery items, grading diamonds and giving the best customer service we could provide. We design and manufacture diamond rings, engagement rings, wedding rings, wedding bands and fine jewellery. Besides our Image, we have also studied jewellery designing and gemology to be able to inform our customers to make the right decisions and get the best possible outcome from their purchase at our store as our family business only employs honest values that benefit us and our customers equally.

Forever Jewellers aspires to create timeless jewellery and continues to share its long-lasting passion and exquisite style for more generations to come, and we hope our values only take us forward into a more successful trade.
Favourite with the community

"I felt amazing," that was the reaction of Choice Pharmacy North Kellyville owner Mohsen Ibrahim after winning the Outstanding Pharmacy category of the Sydney Hills Business Awards. "It’s a testament to all the staff and the customer service that they provide," he said. "It’s good to be acknowledged for all your hard work and service in the local community. It was a huge honour to receive the award." Mr Ibrahim previously owned the Choice Pharmacy in Dural, where he and his team won the Local Business Award trophy several years in a row. "We’ve been in the new site for seven to eight months," he said. "The people in the community have been very supportive. They always shop locally and support local business. "There’s a great sense of community here. I’d like to say a massive thank you to the community for its support. "We’ll always do our best to make sure they’re looked after."

Maison Mangala

"Inspire the perfect moment to last a lifetime" Mangala wants her brides to have their own princess moment; to feel it’s truly their day. Guided by her extensive knowledge of bridal fashion, and her understanding of what works for different shapes, sizes and personalities, Mangala helps each bride transform into the most special version of themselves.

Mangala is influenced by the classics. Specifically, the French focus on detail quality and simple luxury are values she also embraces and applies to her service.

Our Story
We make our brides feel special.
We deliver quality wedding gowns, not just a dress.
We provide a sense of luxury that is everlasting, a classic timeless appeal.
We are a bridal boutique who has years of experience behind us.
We offer expert guidance to help you pick your dream gown.
We are fashion, not a mere trend.
We provide an experience that cannot be matched, and memories that will not be forgotten.
We are Maison Mangala

Maison Mangala
8/6-8 Old Castle Hill Rd
Castle Hill, NSW, 2154
02 8677 7326
@maisonmangala
maisonmangala
hello@maisonmangala.com.au

Sandwich Heaven on cloud 9

"This award shows how much the customers love us," Mr Bicaj praised the Local Business Awards and particularly the presentation ceremony. "It’s a great night," he said. "It’s great to meet other local business people, learn about what they’re doing, celebrate and have a good night. "Even if we weren’t winning we'd go every year."

Sandwich Heaven in Winston Hills is celebrating its win at the Sydney Hills Local Business Awards.

Owner Gerni Bicaj said he and his team were excited to take home the coveted trophy. "It was a great feeling," he said. "Especially doing it twice in a row."
"It was good to have all the effort put in by myself and my parents recognised. It reflects all their hard work."
Mr Bicaj has enjoyed a great deal of Local Business Awards success since taking over the store four and a half years ago.
"We were nominated and became a finalist in 2016, won in 2017, and now we’ve won again in 2018."
Mr Bicaj thanked his customers for their support of Sandwich Heaven. "It’s hard work, 12 hours a day, and it’s good to have our effort recognised by the locals."
He also thanked his staff for their support, hard work and loyalty. "They put in long hours, they definitely work hard, and I thank them for that. For a small business like us you wouldn’t expect to win an award."

Winston Hills Local Business Awards 2018 Winner

Thank you for voting us
Most Outstanding Pharmacy 2018
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